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Storage Follow (SF): Schedules for the storage component of the hybrid resource will 
be interpolated from its day-ahead market schedules as long as SOC is at a level that it 
can do so. 

Hybrid Balance (HB): Allow for the storage component to do whatever it needs to do to 

meet the DA hybrid schedule when there are VER forecast errors. 
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• To better understand the impact of hybrid resource participation options on 
operations, particularly with an increased penetration of VRE and hybrid resources, 
simulations across different timescales, dispatch strategies, hybrid configurations, 
and under different future potential generation mix scenarios will be carried out and 
analyzed in this study. 

• First, the study team analyzes the impact of different participation options for hybrid 
resources on a representation of the Independent electricity System Operator (IESO) 
system on a yearly simulation case, i.e., the simulation time-frame for the case study 
results that follow is one year in a future weather year (late 2020s). 

• The planned multi-cycle simulation approach includes a day-ahead market (DAM) 
with a three-day optimization horizon, which includes a 24-hour binding window and 
a 48-hour look-ahead (LA). In addition, the real-time market (RTM) has a 5-minute 
optimization horizon at a one-hour time resolution for simplicity and ease of 
implementation and interpretation. 
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• Economic efficiency (operating costs/societal welfare) 
• Production costs – cost to supply Ontario’s demand (energy + OR) 
• Profits and incentives (individual resource profits, revenue adequacy) 

• Day-ahead revenue, real-time revenue, two-settlement profit 
• Reliability of the system (power imbalances) 
• Evaluation of participation model options on market schedule solution, pricing and 

settlement solutions, computational issues 
• Impacts on economic efficiency, reliability and incentive compatibility 
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This slide shows the operating or production cost differences across the difference cases in the 
real-time scheduling process. The day-ahead (DA) costs are typically not as consequential for 
conducting comparisons since the DA costs are not necessarily realized. Additionally, the RT 
production costs or system operating costs metric that is of focus to better understand the 
hybrid resource participation option economic efficiency implications do not include the costs 
of violations since such violation costs are subjective to the choice of penalty factors ($/MW) 
for the different violations; instead, the study team has included results that summarize the 
frequency of occurrences of such violations. 

• In this case, the study team analyzes the impact of enhanced versus foundational 
participation options for high and medium hybrid integrated cases on a representation of the 
IESO system on a yearly simulation case, i.e., the simulation time-frame for the case study 
results is for the study year. Each unit commitment solution in the day-ahead market run and 
the real-time market run used a MIP Gap of 0.1%. 

• Delta operating cost1 denotes the percentage difference in operating costs when compared 
to the base-case scenario without hybrids. 

• Delta operating cost2 denotes the difference (in $ and %) in operating costs for enhanced 
participation option when compared to the foundational participation option. 

• MH Foundational1 Integrated model considers interim storage model for the storage 
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component of the hybrid resource and enduring storage model for the standalone 
storage in MH scenario. 

• It is noted the differences in the operating costs are significantly small (can be 
neglected) when comparing the enhanced integrated and foundational integrated 
cases for HH scenario. Also, the MH enhanced integrated case shows only a slightly 
lower operating cost compared to MH foundational1 integrated case. The differences 
observed are primarily due to the multiple optimization solutions possible within the 
optimality gap. 
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This slide shows the operating or production cost differences across the difference cases in the 
real-time scheduling process. The day-ahead (DA) costs are typically not as consequential for 
conducting comparisons since the DA costs are not necessarily realized. Additionally, the RT 
production costs or system operating costs metric that is of focus to better understand the hybrid 
resource participation option economic efficiency implications do not include the costs of 
violations since such violation costs are subjective to the choice of penalty factors ($/MW) for the 
different violations; instead, the study team has included results that summarize the frequency of 
occurrences of such violations. 

• In this case, the study team analyzes the impact of enhanced versus foundational participation 
options for high and medium hybrid integrated cases on a representation of the IESO system 
on a yearly simulation case, i.e., the simulation time-frame for the case study results is for the 
study year. Each unit commitment solution in the day-ahead market run and the real-time 
market run used a MIP Gap of 0.1%. 

• Delta operating cost1 denotes the percentage difference in operating costs when compared to 
the base-case scenario without hybrids. 

• Delta operating cost2 denotes the difference (in $ and %) in operating costs for enhanced 
participation option when compared to the foundational participation option. 

• MH Foundational1 co-located model considers interim storage model for the storage 
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component of the hybrid resource and enduring storage model for the standalone 
storage in MH scenario. 

• It is noted that the operating costs are lower in HH enhanced co-located case 
compared to the HH foundational co-located case. The is because the enhanced co-
located participation option has SOC management implemented through SOC 
constraints thus resulting in optimal SOC management followed by higher storage 
dispatch during critical periods compared to foundational co-located participation 
option. 

• The MH enhanced collocated case shows lower operating cost compared to MH 
foundational1 co-located case . The is because of the enhanced co-located 
participation option has SOC management implemented through SOC constraints 
thus resulting in optimal SOC management followed by higher storage dispatch 
during critical periods compared to foundational co-located participation option. 
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This slide shows the operating or production cost differences across the difference cases in 
the real-time scheduling process. The day-ahead (DA) costs are typically not as consequential 
for conducting comparisons since the DA costs are not necessarily realized. Additionally, the 
RT production costs or system operating costs metric that is of focus to better understand the 
hybrid resource participation option economic efficiency implications do not include the 
costs of violations since such violation costs are subjective to the choice of penalty factors 
($/MW) for the different violations; instead, the study team has included results that 
summarize the quantity (MWh) or frequency of occurrences of such violations. 

• In this case, the study team analyzes the impact of standalone interim versus enduring 
storage participation option on a representation of the IESO system on a yearly simulation 
case, i.e., the simulation time-frame for the case study results for the study year. Each unit 
commitment solution in the day-ahead market run and the real-time market run used a 
MIP Gap of 0.01%. 

• Delta operating cost1 denotes the percentage difference in operating costs when 
compared to the base-case scenario. 

• Delta operating cost2 denotes the difference (in $ and %) in operating costs for enduring 
storage participation option when compared to the interim participation option. 
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• It is noted that the differences in the operating costs are lower in the enduring 
standalone participation option compared to the interim standalone storage 
participation option. This is because enduring storage model has the SOC 
management implemented through SOC constraints thus resulting in optimal SOC 
management followed by higher storage dispatch during critical periods compared to 
interim storage participation option. 
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• Day-ahead revenue takes the sum of the product of the day-ahead schedules and 
the day-ahead LMPs for each hour of the simulation. 

• Real-time revenue takes only RTM LMP multiplied the difference of RT schedule and 
DA schedule. 

• Finally, two-settlement profit takes the day-ahead revenue and then adds 
(subtracts) the product of positive (negative) deviation from the day-ahead 
schedules based on real-time schedule and the real-time LMP. 

While the two-settlement profit result gives a good indication of actual profits received, 
the other two provide insights on what may be occurring in all of the simulation cases. 
These results do not include any make-whole payment settlements and are purely 
based on schedules and LMPs. They also do not factor in any additional costs of the 
storage component of the hybrid resource beyond the costs to charge energy (e.g., 
cycling and O&M costs are ignored and would essentially lower any profits further). 

The enhanced integrated participation option results in greater amounts of revenue 
from the DAM, higher RT energy buy back, but resulting in overall higher two-
settlement short-run profits compared to the foundational participation option for this 
study for both high and medium hybrid scenarios. This is primarily because of the 
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slightly higher hybrid dispatch in enhanced participation option (3162 MWh over the 
period of one year) compared to foundational participation option. This difference is 
negligible and primarily arises due to the multiple optimal solutions possible because of 
the optimality gap considered (in this case 0.1%). 
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The enhanced co-located participation option results in greater amounts of revenue 
from the DAM, higher RT energy buy back, but resulting in overall higher two-
settlement short-run profits compared to the foundational participation option for this 
study for both high and medium hybrid scenarios. This is primarily because the 
enhanced co-located participation option has SOC management implemented through 
SOC constraints thus resulting in optimal SOC management followed by higher storage 
dispatch during critical periods compared to foundational co-located participation 
option. 
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The enduring storage participation option results in greater amounts of revenue from 
the DAM, lower RT energy buy back, but resulting in overall higher two-settlement 
short-run profits compared to the interim storage participation option for this study. 
The is primarily because the in enduring participation option has SOC management 
implemented through SOC constraints thus resulting in optimal SOC management 
followed by higher storage dispatch during critical periods than the interim 
participation option. This translated to higher DAM revenue and lower RT buy backs in 
the enduring participation option compared to interim participation option. 
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• This slide shows the resource-wise RT dispatch comparison of integrated 
participation options with the base case (without any hybrids). It is noted that in the 
foundational participation option, the aggregated hybrid dispatch is slightly lower, 
which results in higher thermal dispatch compared to Enhanced participation option. 
While the dispatch from nuclear, wind, solar are same in both enhanced 
participation option and foundational participation option. In general, hybrid 
resource participation has resulted in lowering the dispatch from expensive 
generators (thermal units). 

• The change in the hydro dispatch in the enhanced and foundational integrated cases 
compared to the base case is because of the consideration of water rental tax. This 
leads to cheaper hybrid resources replacing hydro resources in certain intervals. 
However, the participation model designs have a negligible impact on the overall 
energy production of different resources across the year. 

• Also, the dispatch from wind in the enhanced and foundational integrated cases is 
seen to be lower compared to the base case, this is because some existing wind 
resources are potentially hybridzied. 
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• This slide shows the resource-wise RT dispatch comparison of co-located 
participation options with the base case (without any hybrids). It is noted that in the 
foundational participation option, the aggregated hybrid dispatch is slightly lower, 
which results in higher thermal dispatch compared to Enhanced participation option. 
While the dispatch from nuclear, wind, solar are same in both enhanced 
participation option and foundational participation option. In general, hybrid 
resource participation has resulted in lowering the dispatch from expensive 
generators (thermal units). However, the participation model designs have a 
negligible impact on the overall energy production of different resources across the 
year. 

• The change in the hydro dispatch in the enhanced and foundational co-located cases 
compared to the base case is because of the consideration of water rental tax. This 
leads to cheaper hybrid resources replacing hydro resources in certain intervals. 
However, the participation model designs have a negligible impact on the overall 
energy production of different resources across the year. 

• Also, the dispatch from wind in the enhanced and foundational co-located cases is 
seen to be lower compared to the base case, this is because some existing wind 
resources are potentially hybridzied. 

• It can be noted that the dispatch from hybrid resources is higher by about 4 % in 
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enhanced participation model compared to the foundational participation model. 
This can be attributed to the SOC management adopted in enhanced co-located 
model. 
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• It is noted that in the interim storage participation option, the storage dispatch is 
lower, which results in higher thermal dispatch compared to enduring storage 
participation option. The difference in standalone dispatch between interim and 
enduring model is because, enduring storage model which has the SOC management 
implemented through SOC constraints thus resulting in optimal SOC management 
followed by higher storage dispatch during critical periods compared to interim 
storage model. 

• It can be noted that the dispatch from standalone storage is higher by about 10.6 % 
in enduring storage model compared to the interim storage model. This can be 
attributed to the SOC management adopted in enduring storage model. 
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• One of the sensitivities considered in this study is by varying the ratio of storage 
capacity to VER capacity for the hybrid resource. Three ratio – 15%, 85% and 100% 
are considered. The ratios have been varied by changing the BESS capacity. 

• This slide shows the comparison of real-time costs and the delta operating cost1 

(the percentage difference in operating costs when compared to the base-case 
scenario without hybrids) and delta operating cost2 (the percentage difference in 
operating costs for enhanced participation option when compared to the 
foundational participation option), for different storage capacity to VRE capacity 
ratio cases. It is noted that the higher the ratio of storage capacity to VRE capacity, 
the lower are the production costs. This is because of the additional capacity value 
of storage added results in increased storage dispatch, thus increased in overall 
hybrid dispatch and reducing the thermal unit dispatch. 
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• One of the sensitivities considered in this study is by varying battery duration. Three 
types of batteries are considered – Short duration (2 hour), medium duration (4 
hour), and long duration (8 hour). 

• This slide shows the comparison of real-time costs and the delta operating cost1 

(the percentage difference in operating costs when compared to the base-case 
scenario without hybrids) and delta operating cost2 (the percentage difference in 
operating costs for enhanced participation option when compared to the 
foundational participation option), for different battery duration cases. It is noted 
that the higher the battery duration the lower are the production costs (thus greater 
savings). This is because of the additional capacity value of storage resulting in from 
increased duration of the battery results in increased storage dispatch, thus 
increased in overall hybrid dispatch and reducing the thermal unit dispatch. 
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While the benefit assessment study focused on quantitative results of how the different 
enhanced participation models would impact the economic efficiency, reliability, and 
other metrics associated with the Ontario system and the facilities operating on the 
system, other metrics and aspects can be impacted by the development and use of 
these participation models. These additional considerations are often more difficult to 
quantify. However, they are important to take into consideration when evaluating the 
overall benefits of developing new participation models into the market. The seven 
shown here: Ease of doing business, grid services, capacity accreditation, energy 
management system applications, computational efficiency, interconnection process, 
and market mitigation procedures are those worth highlighting. However, others may 
be important as well. In the following pages, we share some thoughts on these 
additional considerations and how the different participation models may differ from 
these perspectives. 
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This chart shows the aggregate of all hybrid facilities and their contribution to each of 
the top 100 net load intervals. Again, a value of 1 means that they provided or could 
have provided if directed to, their full nameplate capacity during that particular hour. A 
lower number that either because of lack of energy from the generation component or 
lack of state-of-charge from the battery component, they were not capable of providing 
that amount, but some lesser amount. The primary difference between the enhanced 
and foundational co-located cases is the SOC construct in the optimization for the 
enhanced case. Allowing the operator to monitor and consider SOC yields more 
efficient utilization of the storage components. Extra capacity is withheld for dispatch 
during these peak netload intervals, resulting in a higher aggregate capacity value 
(0.85) compared to the foundational case (0.77). 
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Storage assets have a unique operating characteristic in that any dispatch decision 
being made now will directly impact the ability to provide energy in the future. In order 
to capture this type of constraint, 2 additional sensitivities were performed for this 
analysis. We considered 2 additional scenarios. In the first, the load intervals in the year 
are grouped into 2 sequential interval pairs and the top 50 of these grouped intervals is 
considered. In the second, the load intervals are grouped into 4 sequential interval pairs 
and the top 25 of these grouped intervals is considered. As expected, extending the 
interval reduces the capacity value but similar trends are observed in all scenarios. 

Since the only difference between the enhanced and foundational integrated models is 
the shape of the offer/bid curve, we expect a similar behavior from both. The 
foundational co-located case shows a lower capacity factor compared to the 
foundational integrated case. Each of these cases has a different real time objective. In 
the co-located case, the storage component must strictly follow the DA dispatch 
schedule. For the integrated case, the storage component is allowed to redispatch in 
real time to correct forecast errors caused by the renewable energy component. The 
ability for the storage component to adjust its dispatch in real time allows it to take 
advantage of times when the renewable component is under-forecasted in the day-
ahead. For example, on Aug 4, there is only approximately 3.9 GWh of renewables from 
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the hybrid plants forecasted in the day ahead. However, in real time, the actualized 
energy from these resources is 4.43 GWh. By allowing the storage components to 
absorb this extra energy, the capacity factor is increased (blue) compared to the case 
where it was not allowed to do so (green) when compared of multiple intervals (middle 
and right). 
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• The total solve time (sum of day-ahead and real-time) are higher for the hybrid cases 
(enhanced and foundational) compared to the base case because the storage 
component optimization is additionally considered in hybrid cases. The real-time 
solve time are much higher than the day-ahead solve time because of the larger 
number of RT intervals arising due to considering 5-min real-time horizons. 

• The integrated/co-located participation option has higher solve time because it has 
both SOC constraints modeled (for the co-located resources) and at the same time it 
employs two different real-time participation plans (SF and HB in the same model) as 
compared to using only one real-time operating plan with fully co-located (SF plan) 
or fully integrated cases (HB plan). 
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	• 
	• 
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	• 
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	One of the sensitivities considered in this study is by varying the ratio of storage capacity to VER capacity for the hybrid resource. Three ratio – 15%, 85% and 100% are considered. The ratios have been varied by changing the BESS capacity. 

	• 
	• 
	This slide shows the comparison of real-time costs and the delta operating cost(the percentage difference in operating costs when compared to the base-case scenario without hybrids) and delta operating cost(the percentage difference in operating costs for enhanced participation option when compared to the foundational participation option), for different storage capacity to VRE capacity ratio cases. It is noted that the higher the ratio of storage capacity to VRE capacity, the lower are the production costs
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	• 
	• 
	One of the sensitivities considered in this study is by varying battery duration. Three types of batteries are considered – Short duration (2 hour), medium duration (4 hour), and long duration (8 hour). 

	• 
	• 
	This slide shows the comparison of real-time costs and the delta operating cost(the percentage difference in operating costs when compared to the base-case scenario without hybrids) and delta operating cost(the percentage difference in operating costs for enhanced participation option when compared to the foundational participation option), for different battery duration cases. It is noted that the higher the battery duration the lower are the production costs (thus greater savings). This is because of the 
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	While the benefit assessment study focused on quantitative results of how the different enhanced participation models would impact the economic efficiency, reliability, and other metrics associated with the Ontario system and the facilities operating on the system, other metrics and aspects can be impacted by the development and use of these participation models. These additional considerations are often more difficult to quantify. However, they are important to take into consideration when evaluating the o
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	This chart shows the aggregate of all hybrid facilities and their contribution to each of the top 100 net load intervals. Again, a value of 1 means that they provided or could have provided if directed to, their full nameplate capacity during that particular hour. A lower number that either because of lack of energy from the generation component or lack of state-of-charge from the battery component, they were not capable of providing that amount, but some lesser amount. The primary difference between the en
	(0.85) compared to the foundational case (0.77). 
	Figure
	Storage assets have a unique operating characteristic in that any dispatch decision being made now will directly impact the ability to provide energy in the future. In order to capture this type of constraint, 2 additional sensitivities were performed for this analysis. We considered 2 additional scenarios. In the first, the load intervals in the year are grouped into 2 sequential interval pairs and the top 50 of these grouped intervals is considered. In the second, the load intervals are grouped into 4 seq
	Since the only difference between the enhanced and foundational integrated models is the shape of the offer/bid curve, we expect a similar behavior from both. The foundational co-located case shows a lower capacity factor compared to the foundational integrated case. Each of these cases has a different real time objective. In the co-located case, the storage component must strictly follow the DA dispatch schedule. For the integrated case, the storage component is allowed to redispatch in real time to correc
	Since the only difference between the enhanced and foundational integrated models is the shape of the offer/bid curve, we expect a similar behavior from both. The foundational co-located case shows a lower capacity factor compared to the foundational integrated case. Each of these cases has a different real time objective. In the co-located case, the storage component must strictly follow the DA dispatch schedule. For the integrated case, the storage component is allowed to redispatch in real time to correc
	the hybrid plants forecasted in the day ahead. However, in real time, the actualized energy from these resources is 4.43 GWh. By allowing the storage components to absorb this extra energy, the capacity factor is increased (blue) compared to the case where it was not allowed to do so (green) when compared of multiple intervals (middle and right). 
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	The total solve time (sum of day-ahead and real-time) are higher for the hybrid cases (enhanced and foundational) compared to the base case because the storage component optimization is additionally considered in hybrid cases. The real-time solve time are much higher than the day-ahead solve time because of the larger number of RT intervals arising due to considering 5-min real-time horizons. 

	• 
	• 
	The integrated/co-located participation option has higher solve time because it has both SOC constraints modeled (for the co-located resources) and at the same time it employs two different real-time participation plans (SF and HB in the same model) as compared to using only one real-time operating plan with fully co-located (SF plan) or fully integrated cases (HB plan). 
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